
 
      
 
 
 
Intro – The Apostle Peter must have been a happy husband. 

-  I Peter 3               
                

 
I. Happy Husbands 
Peter mentions three things in speaking to wives about keeping their husbands happy. 
 
1. Assume a role that is       to him - I Peter 3:1  

Submission is a military term.           
               
This is not a question of “superior” or “inferior” but rather one of “function.”       
               

 
2.  Develop         that make him happy. - I Peter 3:2   

A. A        attitude 
B. A        attitude 

              
               

 
3.   Develop an       that makes him happy. - I Peter 3:3-6 

vs. 3               
                
Internal beauty consists of: 
A.          spirit 
B. Doing what is        
C. Having         
 

Summary I 
Peter gives wives 3 very specific ways to make their husbands happy: 

1. Care about         
              
               

2. Cultivate         
              
               

3. Concentrate on        
              
               
 

II. Happy Wives 
Peter leaves the wife and goes onto speak to the husband and mentions three things  
to make their wives happy.  
1.        with your wife - I Peter 3:7a 
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It’s more than sharing a house.            
                
I Timothy 3:4-5              
                
 
What does “managing the home well” mean for a man? 

A. They know.               
B. They cultivate.              
C. They plan.               
D. They are involved.              
Passive husbands create problems. 

 
2.           your wife - I Peter 3:7b 
               
                
 
The success you have in making your wife happy is in direct proportion to your knowledge of her.  
               
                
 
Things you need to do in order to know her: 

- Sharing                
- Openness               
- Readiness               
- Sensitivity              
 

3.        your wife - I Peter 3:7c 
 

“HONOR” = “PRECIOUS”                                            
Peter provides the reasons to do this: 

a. She is as precious as             
b. Not to do so would             

 
We dishonor our wives when we have too high or too low an opinion of them.     
                
 
We have to properly understand how to honor our wives: 

a. Recognize              
b. Tell               
c. Treat               
d. Show               
e. Demonstrate             

 
Summary II 
The secret to maintaining a happy marriage is:          
                
You can make her happy if  

1. Be involved              
2. Get to know              
3. Consider her as              


